Grandparents present:

Sandy Gordon, Ruth Furst, Rose Parrish, Mel Kosasky, Sharyn Gertz, Barbara Zax, Cathy Berger, Phyllis Schwarz, Patricia Ortiz, Sherry Tunnell, Dianne Lord, Sandy Gray, Stu Gray, Ann Blewitt, Peter Palmer, Marvin Maltzman, Saul Freedman, Janet Bray, Elaine Phillips, Emilie Blake, Miriam Enright, Jo Schiff, Leslie Horowitz, Ilene Sraberg

Meeting Began at 10 am

Mimi Gazzale UCTAL CO-CHAIR spoke about Upper Class Appreciation Luncheon
Theme: February 5 …..theme to be Campbell Hall 75 years of good..referring to celebrating this entire year of Campbell Hall’s Anniversary of 75 YEARS…colors of luncheon to be gold, navy, white and dark green as already chosen for all functions relating to this theme of Diamond Anniversary…sign up sheet distributed for volunteers for our dessert table. Balloons suggested at event which was decided will not do. If can’t attend instructions were given how to drop off desserts at site of event which is middle school eating area near entrance closet to freeway. Sharyn Gertz..chairman of this event spoke of how to be a part of that day whether one could stay and help.

Elementary Faculty & Staff Luncheon:

March 20 Wednesday
Elementary teachers and staff luncheon..details were not discussed because there is a meeting before it is planned. Spoke of possible Taco Bar.

Faith Marshall spoke about reading program..where kindergarten children are read to in an after school program…grandparents welcomed to participate. Talk to Faith if interested

Grandparent Support Group:

Headed by fellow Grandparents’ Committee member, Barbara Zax…it is a private meeting space where discussions relating to issues concerning grandparents, their children and grandchildren can be openly heard…with assurance of confidence that anything discussed stays only in that group.

Faith Marshall spoke of Wizard School Scavenger Hunt at the Getty which took place Sunday, January 27th…Faith will report on this event at the next meeting February 13

Faith also spoke about the planning of the upcoming Homecoming Carnival on Saturday, October 5, 2019..the big school game,rides food trucks etc..will take place on the grounds of Campbell Hall as this past year. Everything is free but the food trucks..There was discussion
whether the Grandparents’ Committee should sponsor pumpkin decorating or BINGO! the vote was BINGO!

Financial Report
There was a donation by a grandparent of 500.00 bringing our total to over 2,000.00. It was discussed for the Grandparents’ Committee to buy a brick with our name on it for the year 2018-2019 to show our devotion to Campbell Hall and its students. It will be placed in the Courtyard of engraved bricks. part of the 75th anniversary year here at Campbell Hall. It was voted on whether to buy a brick . cost 750.00. passed. and a brick will be ordered. 17x8 inch brick

Walter Gertz will be in the high school chapel on Monday, January 28, speaking about the Holocaust.

Some upcoming events were discussed:
Bagpipers Ball… fundraising gala every year
Grandparents’ Committee donates a basket filled with lovely articles for auction
Cookie Day for upper school students .. Tuesday, April 23.

Mel Kosaski ..an attending grandparent spoke about security on campus and safety arrows at important lights on Laurel Cyn... the issue of cameras, obvious and armed guards were also discussed. There will be more involved discussions concerning safety measures by Faith Marshall at next meeting. Sharyn Gertz talked about how prepared is the school in case there is a earthquake, fire or active shooter. The school has a drill almost monthly for those scenarios.

Meeting ended 11 am
Meeting minutes by Ilene Sraberg